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Introduction 

Sim
ulation of the virus inactivation process 

w
ithin coiled reactors can be solved using m

ulti
-physics softw

are such as CO
M

SOL, Ansys Flu-
ent, etc. These sim

ulations can take up to 
w

eeks to finish processing, creating a bottle-
neck w

hen trying to discover new
 m

edicines. 
The goal of this project is to design a variety of 
neural netw

orks using m
achine learning w

hich 
w

ill aim
 to decrease virus inactivation sim

ula-
tion tim

e.  

Virus inactivation is sim
ulated w

ithin a coiled reactor using the m
ulti-

physics softw
are COM

SOL. The am
ount of inactive virus (Vi) is repre-

sented using colour. Once the 3D m
odel is obtained, it is sliced 

through the centre by a plane w
hich gives a series of circular im

ages. 
The series of circles gives us a visual representation of Vi at different 
tim

e intervals throughout the coil. Using Python, each circle can be 
extracted and placed into a large Num

Py array. This array can then be 
organised so that a neural netw

ork can interpret each im
age. The 

neural netw
orks purpose is to use few

 circle im
ages, analyse colours 

and patterns, then predict im
ages that occur next in the series. 

The initial netw
ork w

as tasked w
ith 

analysing 20%
 of the data to train w

ith, 
then asked to predict the rem

aining 
80%

. The results are expectedly bad, 
how

ever the m
odel m

anaged to pre-
dict som

e of the patterns w
ith som

e 
degree of accuracy.  

The im
proved LSTM

 m
odel proved to be 

far m
ore effective in m

aking series predic-
tions. The overall shape and colour of the 
prediction is far m

ore accurate as show
n 

by the im
age and the graph of training loss 

and m
ean squared error (M

SE). The next 
steps are to m

ake the m
odel recursive so 

that the m
odel can use its ow

n predictions 
to m

ake further predictions.  
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Introduction and Aims
Most tablets are designed to break up into smaller fragments when they come in contact with a physiological fluid in order to
accelerate the dissolution of the drug. This break up is caused by the swelling of individual particles in a tablet that leads to
the interruption of the interparticulate bonds. This study focused on modelling the swelling of a tablet using discrete element
modelling (DEM) paired with a single particle swelling model [1,2] and experimental liquid penetration depth data measured
by a flow through cell [3] coupled with a commercial terahertz (THz) system (TeraPulse 4000, Teraview Ltd., UK).

Future WorkConclusion
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Figure 1: The workflow for simulating tablet disintegration using discrete element method.

Difference between DEM and experimental tablet and 
normalisation:
• In our DEM, phenomena such as deformation, mechanical 

interlocking and fragmentation were not considered.
• DEM used spherical particles as the single particle swelling model 

assumes a sphere.
• The swelling profiles were normalised to account for the 

difference between DEM and the experimental data. 
• The  thickness ( ) of the DEM tablet was reduced to 1 mm from 

2 mm to reduce the computation time. To account for the size 
change, the time was normalised: 𝑇𝑇∗ = 𝑡𝑡⋅𝐷𝐷

𝐻𝐻02
.

• Simulate the swelling of MCC PH101 and croscarmellose sodium mixture tablets by 
including the liquid penetration data and single particle model.

• Include a pore unit assembly method for modelling the liquid flow in the tablet.  
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Figure 3: Images of tablet 
at different time points 
during swelling 

a) PH101 20% porosity 
tablet, 

1) t = 0 s 
2) t = 4.25 s. 

b) PH101 15% porosity 
tablet, 

1) t = 0 s 
2) t = 12 s. 

c) PH101 10% porosity 
tablet, 

1) t = 0 s 
2) t = 25 s. 

Results and Discussion
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Figure 4: The 
normalised 
swelling 
profile of 
PH101 tablet 
for the 
experimental 
and modelling 
results. 

Figure 6: Pore size distribution in PH101 
tablet during swelling at time points a) 20% 
porosity tablet and b) 15% porosity tablet.
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Figure 2: A 
schematic 
showing the 
liquid 
penetration into 
a compacted 
tablet
a)  Investigating 
using THz 
probe. b) In 
Discrete 
element 
method. 

Materials & Methods

• The swelling of many individual particles was measured for various pharmaceutical 
materials to calibrate a single particle swelling model [1] and quantify swelling 
characteristics such as the diffusion coefficient (D) and maximum absorption ratio 
(Qmax) for different materials.

• The compaction of three MCC PH101 tablets with three different porosities (10, 15 
and 20%) was modelled using DEM. DEM was calibrated through an optimisation 
procedures on the 15% porosity tablets against measured compression profiles. 

• The swelling of the PH101 tablets were modelled by combing the single particles 
model and experimental liquid penetration data obtained from THz imaging setup [3].

• The tablet with 20% porosity 
swells the fastest both in DEM 
and experiments, followed by 
15% and 10%.

• Experimental and DEM swelling 
data are in very good 
agreement.

• The pores inside the tablet 
opens up when the tablet began 
to break-up, as seen in Fig 6.

• Both measured and simulated swelling profiles show that tablets reach 
their maximum capacity at approximately the same time. The model 
captures the difference in swelling behaviour of various tablets well. 

• Porosity decreases for the wetted area, which indicates that the pores 
are closing.
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Figure 7: a) Total interparticuler forces for 
PH101 tablet during swelling. b) Porosity 
change during swelling of the whole tablet. 
and porosity change during swelling of only 
the wetted region of the tablet. The delay in 
due to the wetted region being to small to 
be measured.
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Figure 5: 
The 
average 
liquid 
penetration 
depth as a 
function of 
time.
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